Abstract. UML, being the industry standard as a common OO modeling language, needs a well-defined semantic base for its notation. Formalization of the graphical notation enables automated processing and analysis tasks. This paper describes a methodology for synthesis of a Petri net model from UML diagrams. The approach is based on deriving Object Net Models from UML statechart diagrams and connecting these object models based on UML collaboration diagram information. The resulting system-level Petri net model can be used as a foundation for formal Petri net analysis and simulation techniques. The methodology is illustrated on some small examples and a larger case study. The case study reveals some unexpected invalid system-state situations.
Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) specifies a modeling language that incorporates the objectoriented community's consensus on core modeling concepts. The behavioral specifications in UML are based on State Charts [10] . Statechart diagrams [2] in UML specify the sequences of states an object goes through during its lifetime in response to events, together with its responses to events. A statechart diagram models the behavior of a single object over its lifetime [2] . An interaction diagram shows an interaction, consisting of a set of objects and their relationships, including the messages (or events) that may be dispatched among them. A collaboration diagram is an interaction diagram that emphasizes the structural organization of the objects that send and receive messages.
Petri nets [17] are a formal and graphical appealing language, appropriate for modeling systems with concurrency. Colored Petri nets (CPNs) [14] are a generalization of ordinary PNs, allowing convenient definition and manipulation of data values. CPNs also have a formal, mathematical representation with a well-defined syntax and semantics.
We suggest that design knowledge can be captured and formalized by the methodology outlined in Fig. 1 .
that the objects respond to events created internally within the object and to events created externally by other objects in the environment. The collaboration diagrams indicate such event flows between objects. The statechart diagram represents the lifetime of an object. An algorithm to model the lifetime of an object is given in [2] .
Before we present the specifics of our approach, including key definitions and algorithms, we would like to provide the reader with a preview of how the basic approach works. We do this by referring to some pieces of an example that will be discussed in more detail later. The example is that of a microwave oven system, which includes the following objects: A microwave oven (the cooking part of the oven), a power tube (that provides power for cooking), a light tube (that provides power to a light inside the oven), and a user. For now, let's just consider the oven object. Fig. 6 shows a statechart diagram for the oven. The oven object has six states and changes its state on the occurrence of events. For example, if the oven is in the state "Idle with door closed" when event V1 occurs, the oven changes to the state "Initial Cooking Period" -cooking begins. The event V1 indicates that the user has pushed the state button; the generation of this event can be seen in Fig. 5 . When the oven enters the "Initial Cooking Period" state, the oven itself generates two new events (L1 and P1) that can trigger state changes in the light tube and the power tube, respectively.
Using our approach, the statechart for the oven object is converted into an Object Net Model (ONM), as shown in Fig. 8(a) . This Petri net-based model models the internal state changes of the oven object as well as the routing of events (tokens) into and out of the object model. Event tokens (generated by other objects) enter the object model via the ITA port and event tokens (generated by this object) exit the object model via the OTA port.
The ED place node routes the event tokens. Once we have generated ONMs for each of the objects, the ONMs are linked in a way that creates a system-level model. This can be seen in Fig 10(b) . The final system-level model can then be used to support design simulation, analysis, code generation, etc. With this as an overview of the key steps in the approach, we can now proceed to a more detailed discussion on each of the steps.
Definitions and algorithms
An object has a unique event-based behavior in relation to other objects in the environment. As we will see, this behavior can be modeled as a CPN. Also an object has a well-defined interface with its environment. To fully incorporate both these features, we propose a model for an object called an Object Net Model (ONM). The general architecture of an ONM model is shown in Fig. 2 . We describe the structure of such a model in the following paragraphs.
Definition: An Object Net Model is a three tuple (LM, EGM, IA). LM is a model for the object's lifetime behavior (this model is specified by a CPN). EGM is the Event Generation /Management mechanism and IA is a set of interface arcs.
The event generation/management (EGM) mechanism supports the generation and routing of events in the object. The EGM mechanism defines three places -in-place (IP), out-place (OP) and event-dispatcher (ED)
place. The IP models the flow of events into the object and OP models the flow of events out of the object. The ED has two functions: 1) Creating internal event tokens and 2) Routing the event tokens. The set IA defines two arcs. The Input Transition Arc (ITA) and Output Transition Arc (OTA). These provide an interface for the object with the external environment. In our model, all object interactions are assumed to be via explicit messages. Thus, the interface arcs allow the flow of event tokens into, and out of, an object model. This will be discussed further below.
To model the dynamic behavior of a system represented by a Petri net, we need to introduce tokens. In our methodology, we use an event token. The structure of the event token is of the form <type, flag>, where type denotes the event type (may contain a structure to represent parameters passed by external events) and flag is a variable to tell if an event is an internal event or an external event; flag equals in or ex, respectively. The possibility of a multiple structured type of an event token helps us to handle events with parameters from external entities. To fully describe the EGM mechanism in ONM, we need a few definitions.
Definition: An Event-Place is a place of the ONM that can generate or store an event token.
Definition: An Event-Dispatcher place is an event-place that can generate event tokens of the form <type, in> and store event tokens of the form <type, ex>.
Definition: An in-place is an event-place that can store event tokens of the form <type, in> or <type, ex>.
Definition: An out-place is an event-place that can store event tokens of the form <type, ex>.
Once the event-dispatcher place generates an internal event token, it moves this token to the in-place, which interfaces to the lifetime model of the ONM. Also, since external event tokens are to be routed to the environment of the object, the event-dispatcher place forwards these tokens to the out-place. The in-place stores all event tokens that are used by the object and the out-place stores the event tokens that are to be sent to the environment of the system. All event tokens that are generated by the object (within the LM component of the model) are forwarded to the event-dispatcher place for appropriate dispatching. Because of the event-dispatcher place, internal event tokens of an object are used only internally and are never passed to the external environment.
An arc exists from the in-place to all transitions in the LM that model actions initiated by events. An arc exists from a transition t in the LM to the event-dispatcher place, if an event is generated by the transition. For example, in Fig. 8(a) , the transition from the "Initial Cooking Period" state to the "Cooking Interrupted" state takes place if, and when, the external event V3 has occurred. This transition generates an external event P2. The ITA carries external event tokens (<type, ex>) that get deposited into the in-place. The OTA carries external event tokens that are removed from the out-place.
Now that we have defined and described the Object Net Model, we proceed to describe the generation of such models from UML diagrams. In our approach, we derive the LM from the statechart diagram of the object using a set of algorithmic transformations (sketched below). Then, given a collaboration diagram showing the connection between objects, we connect the ONMs, to yield a single system-level CPN. Thus, the top-level view of our approach is defined by the following conceptually simple 2-step process:
Formalization of UML object model behavior:
Input: A set of UML statechart diagrams S and a UML collaboration diagram C. transitions. This process will be clarified by an algorithm presented shortly.
To aid the modeling of actions and events defined in a statechart, we introduce the concept of an event generator and some associated conversion rules.
Definition: An Event Generator is a function that generates an event -when used in a Petri net, an event generator generates an event token. An event generator that generates the specific event E is denoted as GEN(E). We introduce two special event generator functions that can be associated with a state, rather than a transition arc.
First, if a state S contains the function GEN(X), it means that the event X is generated upon entry to state S (via any transition). Likewise, if a state S contains the function GEN'(Y), it means that event Y is generated upon exit from state S.
Conversion 3:
The entry and exit actions of a statechart state can be mapped onto events that are generated before the object enters the state (i.e., of the form GEN(X)) and after it leaves the state (i.e., GEN'(X)), respectively. We now formalize the conversion concepts that we have been discussing in terms of an algorithmic process. 2. For all states s ε S and s ≠ scs, add state s and all its transition arcs into O.
If s ε S and s = scs,
• Add each state sx ε scs and all its transition arcs into O.
• For each transition from a state s ≠ scs to a state sx ε scs, add a transition from s ε O to sx ε O.
• For each transition from a state sx ε scs to a state s ≠ scs, add a transition from sx ε O to s ε O.
• For an entry transition from a state s ε S and s ≠ scs to state scs, add a transition from s ε O to sx ε O such that sx corresponds to an initial state of state scs.
• For an exit transition from state scs to a state s ε S and s ≠ scs, if the transition is triggered by an event, add a transition from each state sx ε O to s ε O such that sx ε scs.
• For an exit transition from state scs to a state s ε S and s ≠ scs, if the transition is triggerless, add a transition from state sx ε O to s ε O such that sx corresponds to an ending state of state scs.
END
In Fig. 4(b) , we show the conversion of a concurrent composite state X into a flat state machine. Here the state X doesn't transit to state Q until the goal states for both paths have been reached. This is modeled by the special states fork and join in the state machine diagram. • Add a state fork into O and add a transition from fork to each state in O that corresponds to an initial state on a distinct path in s.
• Add a state join into O and add a transition to join from each state in O that corresponds to an ending state on a distinct path in s. 
For all states
s ε S such that s ≠ ccs and there is a transition from s to ccs, add a transition from s ε O to
END
For a transition from a concurrent composite state, if the transition is triggered by an event, similar conversion rules can be derived based on the ideas of Algorithm 3.
As mentioned earlier, our goal is to generate ONMs for objects in a system and then connect them, using UML collaboration diagrams. If the naming of events is kept uniform between statechart diagrams and collaboration diagrams, we can connect the ONMs for each object to create a system-level CPN for the whole system. We present two examples to illustrate the ONM generation and linking process.
Examples
Example 1: Consider an example of a one-minute microwave oven adapted from [20] . The oven is powered by a Power Tube and contains a Light Tube. Four events are possible: V1 (user pushes the on-button), V2 (the time-out when the cooking period has expired), V3 (user opens the door) and V4 (user closes the door).
The arrival of V1 during a not-yet-completed cooking period has the effect of extending the period by another minute. We consider V2 as an internal event created in the oven on a time-out. For the power tube, events are P1 In our approach, we model the environment as a "super place" storing all the events generated by a subsystem to be used in other subsystems. Each object (subsystem) in the environment has a place (event- events that are passed between the objects. In our approach, we assume for simplicity that the designer maintains uniformity in the naming of events in the statechart diagrams and the collaboration diagrams. An event e in a collaboration diagram corresponds to an event e in a statechart diagram (associated with an event generator, denoted GEN(e) ). Given the connection between the objects by the collaboration diagram ( Fig.10(a) ), the ONMs of the various objects can be combined together to form a system-level Petri net, as shown in Fig. 10 attaches an extra parameter, an ObjectID (a unique identifier assigned to each object in the system) to the token.
The intent behind adding this identifier is to allow the appropriate tokens to be routed to appropriate objects. Let us consider the case when two or more events of the same type need to be sent to more than one unique object. To solve this problem, the ILP replicates the event tokens and based on the information from the collaboration diagram, attaches the ObjectID as described earlier.
Tokens that are generated in the environment (represented by an Event place in a system-level CPN) are The ATM behavior is modeled using a sequential composite state (See Fig. 11(a) , the statechart diagram of the ATM machine). Using the conversion rules described earlier, we can obtain the object life cycle model for the ATM machine shown in Fig. 13 . Finally, the ONMs for the two objects are shown in Fig. 14 . Note that events "Maintain", "readCard" and "ejectCard" are all internal events to the ATM and are denoted as I1, I2 and I3,
respectively. The collaboration diagram shows how the objects interact with each other. All named events in the statechart diagrams, which do not show up on the collaboration diagram, form the internal events of that respective object. The system-level CPN obtained after linking of the ONMs is shown in Fig. 15 . If the system is a closed system with no interaction with the external environment, we do not need the super place (labeled at Event) representing the environment. For a closed system, any event that is of interest to some specified object is generated by one of the specified objects. In this case, all event tokens that are routed by the ILP place originate from one of the specified object models (ONMs); thus the EVENT place, which represents the environment, can be removed.
Case Study -Spacecraft Control System
Consider a Spacecraft Control system that consists of the cooperating subsystems defined in Table 1 . The description of the problem is based on an example described in [5] . Ensures that the Spacecraft is moving correctly within the six-degreeof-freedom frame of reference. The various events that are generated in the subsystems are listed in Table 2 . Please note that event tokens in the methodology can contain passed parameters. For example, the event token from the Trajectory Planner to the Motion Coordinator subsystem may contain parameters x, y, z, t, a, b and c. is not shown due to lack of space, but the mapping from the object life cycle to an ONM is based on the algorithm described in Section 3.
The statechart diagram of the Movement Coordinator, given in Fig. 18 , shows that there is a concurrent composite state when the Coordinator is in the 'Coordinating' state. In order to convert this concurrent composite state into a flat state machine, we apply an algorithm that is derived from, but a bit more complex than, Algorithm 3 (from Section 3). In this case, we must deal with the triggered transitions from the concurrent composite state.
The Coordinator moves to 'idle' state from the 'Coordinating' state when there is an event evAbort or the
Controller sends an event evControllerFinish indicating the success of the goal. As discussed in Section 3, we use two special states fork and join. The fork state replicates the token it receives to equal the number of outgoing arcs and the join state waits until it receives the tokens from all incoming arcs and then reduces the number of tokens to one. In this case, the fork state replicates the number of event tokens MC1 (evApplyTrajectory) to two, as there are two outgoing arcs. The corresponding ONM of the Movement Coordinator object is shown in Fig. 19 . The statechart diagram of the Sensor is shown in Fig. 21 . When the Sensor is in 'Active' state, the Sensor waits for a finite amount of time (SenseTime). When an internal event S5 signaling the expiration of SenseTime timer is generated, the Sensor starts the 'Sensing' state. Once finished with sensing, the Sensor generated an external event evSensorData, for the Controller to accept the sensory data. After applying Algorithm 2 to reduce the sequential composite state 'Active', the object life cycle model of the Sensor is shown in Fig 22. The ONM of the Sensor is a direct mapping of the states in the object life cycle model to Petri net states and the arcs to Petri net transitions, in accordance with the procedure described in Section 3. The ONM of the Sensor is not shown to save space.
The statechart diagram of the Trajectory Planner is shown in Fig. 23 . The resulting ONM of the Trajectory Planner object is shown in Fig. 24 . The statechart diagram of the Mission Control object is shown in Fig. 25 . When there is an internal event evCancel, the Mission Control subsystem aborts the goal process and sends an event evAbort to all the other subsystems. The corresponding ONM is shown in Fig. 26 . Now that we have generated the ONMs of the individual objects, the linking process described earlier is applied, using the collaboration diagram shown in Fig. 27 . The resulting system-level Petri net is shown in Fig. 28. This synthesized system-level Petri net was subjected to a manual analysis and simulation process. The results indicate that there is a possibility for the system to enter some invalid states -in 3 cases. These invalid systemwide state situations are not mentioned in [5] , but are summarized below.
Invalid state 1: Consider the scenario when the Trajectory Planner is in the state 'Trajectory Ready' and an event evAbort (i.e., <M1,ex>) (generated by the Mission Control subsystem) is received by all the subsystems. All the subsystems reset and become inactive. But the Planner subsystem remains in the current state. During the next cycle, the system will enter an invalid state. The Planner is in state 'Trajectory Ready' and waiting for an event evApplyGoal (i.e., <TP2,ex>) from the Mission Control object. A new goal is issued by the Mission Control object when it issues an event evGoal (i.e., <TP1,ex>) and enters state 'Active | Sending Goal.' When the Mission Control object issues an event evApplyGoal (i.e., <TP2, ex>), indicating a command to apply the new goal, the Planner will respond to this event, but apply the previous goal that has already been aborted. The invalid systemstate is detected because the Mission Control object is in its 'Inactive' state, but the Planner object is in its 'Trajectory Ready' state. The solution to this invalid system state is to change the design of the statechart diagram of the Trajectory Planner object by adding a transition from state 'Trajectory Ready' to 'Idle' on an event evAbort.
Invalid state 2: This scenario is similar to the previous one. Consider when the Rocket object is in the state 'Preparing' when the event evAbort (i.e., <M1, ex>) is received by all the subsystems. All the subsystems reset and become inactive. But the Rocket subsystem remains in the current state. During the next cycle, the system will enter an invalid state. The Rocket is in state 'Preparing' and waiting for an event evRocketBegin (i.e., <R2,ex>) from the Controller. A new goal is generated by the Controller when it issues an event evRocketStartUp (i.e., <R1,ex>) and enters state 'Controlling | Preparing.' When the Controller issues an event evRocketBegin (i.e., <R2,ex>), indicating starting the new goal, the Rocket will respond to this event and start the previous goal that has already been aborted. The solution to this invalid system state is to change the design of the statechart diagram of the Rocket object by adding a transition from state 'Preparing' to 'Inactive' on an event evAbort.
Invalid state 3: Again, this scenario is similar in cause to the other two. Consider when the Sensor object is in the state 'Preparing' and an event evAbort (i.e., <M1, ex>) is received by all the subsystems. All the subsystems reset and become inactive. But the Sensor subsystem remains in the current state. During the next cycle, the system will enter an invalid state. The Sensor is in state 'Preparing' and waiting for an event evSensorBegin (i.e., <S2,ex>) from the Controller. A new goal is generated by the Controller when it issues an event evSensorStartUp (i.e., <S1,ex>) and enters state 'Controlling | Preparing'. When the Controller issues an event evSensorBegin (i.e., <S2,ex>), indicating starting the new goal, the Sensor will respond to this event and start the previous goal that has already been aborted. Hence this is a very dangerous situation because the position and the attitude of the Spacecraft may be wrong. The solution to this problem is to change the design of the statechart diagram of the Sensor object by adding a transition from state 'Preparing' to 'Inactive' on an event evAbort.
The results of the analysis and simulation phase point to the need for verification and validation of concurrent computing systems and the need for formalizing a notation like UML. Thus the methodology described in this paper has the potential to aid UML designers in identifying design flaws.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a methodology to support formal validation of UML specifications. The main idea is to generate a PN model for UML components to allow use of existing net analysis techniques. We defined a generic form of an object Petri net, called an Object Net Model (ONM), and discussed two key activities: 1) Generation of ONMs of individual objects or components, and 2) Linking these object models to create a system-level model. The method was defined algorithmically and illustrated on some small examples, as well as on a large case study.
One area for future research is to investigate the use of UML use case diagrams in our approach to strengthen the behavioral modeling and analysis. This can involve integration with existing work in this direction, as mentioned in Section 2. Another direction for future work is to develop a set of tools to support the presented methodology. This will involve the creation of custom tools to carry out the net synthesis process and possible integration with existing Petri net tools for net analysis and display. One other related direction for research is to explore ways to present the system-level analysis and simulation results to the user. Since the methodology calls for a UML architect to provide the input specifications, it is only reasonable for the output results to be in a form that is meaningful to that user. Thus, we will investigate ways to map from the CPN analysis results back to the UML specifications. Perhaps this can be aided by development and use of a special form of query language, along the same lines as previous work done for Ada analysis [6] , [1] . 
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